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made in italy.
quickly IN your home.
Our worldwide bestsellers, our inimitable Italian quality, and the quickest delivery times: Quick Time is the program
designed to deliver happiness, offering maximum satisfaction in minimum time.
The 2016 collection presents the world’s best loved Natuzzi Italia living room furniture, created to bring beauty
and quality of life into your home.
Every room set has been studied in our Style Centre, where the various components are coordinated according
to a home philosophy of harmony and balance in every detail.
We guarantee the value of authentic “Made in Italy” furniture, whatever you choose: all sofas and other items
are produced entirely in Italy, using the best materials, with respect for the environment and the law.
We directly control the entire production chain, from leather tanning to final assembly, and we maintain a tradition
of expert craftsmanship that is unrivalled around the world.
All this happens in rapid time: in just a few weeks your order will reach your home.

PHILO
Made in Italy.
Philo is a sofa with a unique style, refined quilting and
specially-shaped metal feet that give it a modern and elegant
aspect. The clear and precise shape of the armrests and
backrest pair perfectly with the softness of the padding,
offering a peerless comfort and a stunning visual impact.

Soft Touch System

Electric Motion

Adjustable Headrest

Three seat sofa

Size L84 x W43/65 x H1/40 inch

Maratea 20NI
Foot - 78 Black Chrome

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

IAGO
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
The square and linear shapes of Iago combine in perfect
harmony with the softness of the padding and give it a
pleasantly surprising appearance.
The particularly low seating offers comfort and aesthetic
appeal. Beauty meets innovation in this sofa: in fact the
recline system ensures maximum comfort with the adjustable
footrest and headrest, adaptable to your individual needs.
The exceptionally crafted “pinched” seams frame the padding
and set off the coverings. Thanks to these features Iago is
an exceptional sofa with a reinvented classic feel, ideal for
enhancing living and family rooms.

Soft Touch System

Electric Motion

Adjustable Headrest

Sofa

Size L122 x W44 x H75/99 inch

Maratea 20NM

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

notturno
Made in Italy.
Notturno is an innovative, one-of-a-kind sofa bed
conceptualised for urban living: it has a manually reclinable
headrest and turns into a bed with one simple, effortless
movement through its “Ready bed” mechanism. It’s the
ideal solution if you’re looking for a versatile and quick
to convert sofa in a home with limited space. It includes
storage compartment in the back for pillows. With its compact
dimensions, Notturno can adapt easily to different needs.
Adjustable Headrest

Three seat sofa

Size L79 x W41/83 x H30/37 inch

Phoenix 15G3
Foot – 18 Wengè

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

DORIAN
Made in Italy.
Designed by architects Manzoni and Tapinassi, the
generously proportioned Dorian sofa is both aesthetically
impressive and extremely comfortable. The spacious seats
have been ergonomically designed with Memory Foam
padding and goose feathers, inclusive of the backrest and
arms. The hidden metal feet have anti-scratch and non-slip
rubber, providing a hidden practical solution for protecting
floors. Dorian will be the main attraction in your living area.

Modular

Memory Foam

Sectional

Size L109 x W125 x H31 inch

Vesuvio 35HD

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

tratto
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
Tratto is the decisive choice for urban living,
thanks to its timeless, elegant design and compact size.
It’s characterised by interesting “zig-zag” stitching
on the slim arms and the backrest cushions, and by
the special base in glossy chrome metal. Ideal for creating
that added value in everyday environments.

Compact Size

Three seat sofa

Size L81 x W35 x H30 inch

LeMans 1581
Foot – 77 Glossy Chrome

Filadelfia Fabric 85.0043.02
Foot – 77 Glossy Chrome

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

BORGHESE
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
A sophisticated design, boasting soft shapes
and adjustable headrests for superb comfort without
compromising style. Borghese’s open base comes
in either wood or metal and is a sofa feature
that together with the detailed stitiching on the arm,
will make it the standout star of the room.

Adjustable Headrest

Modular

Memory Foam

Sectional

Size L116 x W91 x H29/37 inch

LeMans 1575
Foot – 18 Wengè

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

a v ana
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
Avana is characterised by its modern edge
and finer details, such as the tufting on the seat,
the rounded metal framing around the armrest and metal
insert in the wooden foot. Unmatched relaxation, thanks to
its comfortable seat and adjustable headrests.

Extra Comfort

Adjustable Headrest

Three seat sofa

Two seat sofa

Size L96 x W42 x H27 inch

Size L80 x W42 x H27 inch

Montecarlo 25FC
Foot – 77/18 Wengè with glossy
chrome tubular detail

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

BRIO
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
Brio represents the Natuzzi Italia technological evolution.
The exclusive Soft Touch mechanism allows you,
simply sliding your finger along the sensor on the armrest,
to change the seat and backrest position for optimum
comfort. And with the “zero wall system”,
there’s no need to keep to sofa away from the wall

Soft Touch System

Electric Motion

Adjustable Headrest

Memory Foam

Three seat sofa

Size L85 x W42/62 x H28/39 inch

Status 2516

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

v olo
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
Compact proportions and its high versatility make the model
the ideal choice for your environment. The exclusive Soft
Touch mechanism allows you, simply sliding your finger along
the sensor on the armrest, to change the seat and backrest
position for optimum comfort. And with the “zero wall system”,
there’s no need to keep to sofa away from the wall..

Electric Motion

Adjustable Headrest

Soft Touch System

Memory Foam

Three seat sofa

Two seat sofa

Size L87 x W43/65 x H29/38 inch

Size L69 x W43/65 x H29/38 inch

Maratera 20NE
Foot – 77 Glossy Chrome

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

diesis
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
Diesis is a compact versatile sofa, ideal for apartment living.
Features include special piping detail on the armrest and
subtle wooden feet. The adjustable headrest helps customize
your mode of relaxation. It’s also available as a sofa bed with
the innovative Greenplus mattress.

Electric Motion

Adjustable Headrest

Soft Touch System

Sectional

Size L110 x W66 x H30/39 inch

Sanmarco 10FU
Foot – 18 Wengé

Contrast leather detail
Sanmarco 10FL

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

GOLF
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
A compact sofa with metal feet which add a touch of
elegance to its design. Ideal for small city homes. It is
enhanced by the seams around the perimeter, which highlight
its design. The light visual impact is the result of the unusual
shape of the armrest, which is fitted into the seat.

Modular

Memory Foam

Sectional

Size L117 x W85 x H34 inch

Perseo 78.0173.01
Foot – 77 Glossy Chrome

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

de j a v u
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.
Diesis is a compact versatile sofa, ideal for apartment living.
Features include special piping detail on the armrest and
subtle wooden feet. The adjustable headrest helps customize
your mode of relaxation. It’s also available as a sofa bed with
the innovative Greenplus mattress.

Memory Foam

Feather Comfort

Sectional

Size L88 x W40/83 x H33 inch

Acquario 86005302
Foot – 77 Chrome

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

JEREMY
Designed by Manzoni and Tapinassi. Made in Italy.
A sofa characterized with great simplicity. It is a volumetric interpretation
of serenity and composure of a project designed to be timeless. The
interplay of joints between the base and the armrest in continuity with the
backrest is particularly remarkable. The regularity of the feet adds rigor
to the Jeremy sofa, which is perfectly suited to contemporary contexts
and lends a unique touch to classic furnishing projects.

diamante
Designed by Manzoni and Tapinassi. Made in Italy.
The bed Diamante is simple and modern. It is distinguished
by the details: the stitching on the leather upholstery, the
comfortable curved headboard, the original line of the
structure defining the bed’s outline and “supporting”
its structure with a light touch. Sometimes the simplest
dreams are the best.

3 Seater Sofa

Bed with slatted base

Size L95 x W38 x H31 inch

Size Queen L66 x W96 x H33 inch
King L81 x W96 x H33 inch

Feather Comfort
30IP Stromboli
Foot – 80 Pewter

Filadelfia 83009707

View the many options in coverings and configurations

View the many options in coverings and configurations

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

piuma
Designed by Claudio Bellini. Made in Italy.
An extreme softness that you can sense at first glance.
When you look at the headboard of the
Piuma bed it’s easy to imagine two pillows side by side
offering an absolute comfort. A refined profile
istinguished by an original detail: the ruche.

Feather Comfort

Bed with slatted base
Size Queen L97 x W75 x H37 inch
King L97 x W91 x H37 inch

Status 25CU

Status 25CQ

Fiorentino 88.0048.04

Fiorentino 88.0048.04

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

fenice
Designed by Bernhardt & Vella. Made in Italy.
The Fenice bed stands out thanks to its embracing
headboard, with its characteristic large, soft pillows and the
geometric detail of the join between the headboard and the
frame. The gentle tilt of the headboard offers a comfortable
reading position. The metal feet inserted into the structure
enhance its design.
Feather Comfort

Bed with slatted base
Size Queen L67 x W92 x H37 inch
King L92 x W92 x H37 inch

Stromboli 30IQ

View the many options in coverings and configurations
Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 35-44 for a complete
showing of furnishings and accessories available in Quicktime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

Color shown is not in Quick Time

Color shown is not in Quick Time

Color shown is not in Quick Time

v iaggio

anteprima

philo

Timeless product characterized by a wooden structure that
combines perfectly with the subtle and linear metal arms,
hugging the soft feather padding. The two front feet are slightly
higher than the rear to ensure greater comfort and style.

Designed by Claudio Bellini, Anteprima is characterized
by compact, refined and comfortable lines, thanks also to
the coverings and to the metal feet. Amazing the insertion
of the same in the structure of the seat.

Philo is a power motion armchair with a unique style, with its refined
quilting and specially-shaped metal feet that give it a modern and elegant
aspect. The clear and precise shape of the armrests and backrest pair
perfectly with the softness of the padding.

Technical specifications
Size: L30 x W30 x H28 inch
Quick Time Covering: Cellini Fabric 86004701

Technical specifications
Size: L47 x W43/65 x H31/40 inch
Quick Time Covering: Manopesca Fabric 88005403

Technical specifications
Size: L29 x W35 x H31 inch
Quick Time Covering: Dorado Fabric 85.0046.06

Color shown is not in Quick Time

Color shown is not in Quick Time

cammeo

ilia

Jeremy

Cammeo is a minimalist design armchair. The unique
steel frame gives light and harmonious feel to the entire
structure that can become the element of exception
in your environment.

Softness, technology and design are the main ingredients
of our new Ilia power motion reclining chair. Its reassuring
and enveloping silhouette confers immense visual appeal,
but it lives up to its appearance with its
cocooning padded seat and back.

Jeremy is characterized by great simplicity and designed to last over time.
The interplay of joints between the base and the armrest offer continuity
with the backrest. The regularity of the feet adds rigor, which is perfectly
suited to contemporary contexts and lends a unique touch
to classic furnishing projects

Technical specifications
Size: L34 x W37/63 x H44 inch
Quick Time Covering: Venus Leather 2510

Technical specifications
Size: L37 x W38 x H31 inch
Quick Time Covering: Acquario Fabric 85005301

Technical specifications
Size: L30 x W33 x H30 inch
Quick Time Covering: Martea 20NL

Color shown is not in Quick Time

Color shown is not in Quick Time

tratto

aura

chocolat

Tratto is the decisive choice for urban living, thanks to its
timeless, elegant design and compact size. It’s characterised
by interesting “zig-zag” stitching on the slim arms
and the backrest cushions, and by the special
base in glossy chrome metal.

Aura features an innovative design with
a steel frame supported by a wooden base.

Chocolat is a contemporary table with an unusual geometrical
shape. The use of precious materials, such as stone and
marble, reflects the latest trends in the furnishing sector. The
coffee-tables may be combined to create a larger table. All the
surfaces proposed have been water-proofed and stain-proofed.

Technical specifications
Size: L34 x W31 x H34 inch
Quick Time Covering: Dorado Fabric 85.0046.02

Technical specifications
Size: 32.68 x 39.76 H 11.02 inch
18.9 x22.44 H 19.69 inch
Frame finishing: Pewter
Top finishing: Grey Imperidor Marble

Technical specifications
Size: L32 x W35 x H30 inch
Quick Time Covering: Le Mans Leather 1581

Color shown is not in Quick Time

natalie

S wing

SHANGHAI

IDO

Our Natalie tub chair merges a boxy core with
generous armrests and extensions on the backrest.
The front feet come with casters and are slightly
lower than the back ones

The Swing magazine rack is made of reclaimed leather. The
elegant metal structure with round reclaimed leather feet
protects even the most delicate floors.

Designed by architect Claudio Bellini. The simple and
sturdy metal is enhanced with a brilliant lacquer. The
slender legs intersect with each other like the Shanghai
pick-up sticks game, from which the product takes its
name.

Designed by Mauro Lipparini. A mix of elegance and
functionality, Ido is perfect to satisfy different needs. With
its horizontal and vertical elements it fits perfectly alongside
any sofa.

Technical specifications
Size: L31 x W35 x H30 inch
Quick Time Covering: Le Mans Leather 1581

Technical specifications
Size: 10.24 x 23.62 H 18.5 inch
Frame finishing: Pewter
Top finishing: Leather Grey

Technical specifications
Size: 23.62 x 23.62 H 15.75 inch
23.62 H 19.69 inch
Frame finishing: White Glossy

Technical specifications
Size: 35.43 x 35.43 H 15.35 inch
21.65 H 21.65 inch
15.75 H 15.75 inch
Frame finishing: Pewter
Top finishing: American Walnut, Calacatta Gold Marble or Champagne Metal

G alileo

titano

P itagora

O tta v io

Galileo combines extreme functionality with an attractive
appearance and enhances any setting. The coffee-table has a
metal structure which intersects with two round tops and has
four swivel castors. This makes it easy to move and perfect
alongside a sofa or armchair.

Elegant and refined, Titano combines past and present with
precious and timeless materials. It has a tubular drawn metal
structure with a blackish-brown powder coating. The top is
made of Dark Emperador marble with an epoxy resin coating
to make it more resistant.

Casual and chic in its overall look this rug takes designs
queues from the 70’s. The wool viscose blend of its fibers
make it durable and inviting for every type of environment.

This rug is designed to add a cozy texture to a space with its
large extra thick threads woven into a notable cable weave. A
viscose and wool blend gives this rug resilience.

Technical specifications
Size: 20.08 H 15.75 inch
Frame finishing: Matt metal coffee
Top finishing: Matt glass coffee

Technical specifications
Size: 39.37 x 39.37 H 13.78 inch
15.75 x 15.75 H 19.69 inch
Frame finishing : Matt Coffee
Top Finishing: Dark Emperador

Technical specifications
Size: 106.3 x 74.8 inch
Color: Grey and Brown

Technical specifications
Size: 106.3 x 74.8 inch
Color: light greY and GREY

M arcus

v elio

This rug was inspired by the art or origami hence the irregular
and angular border that give the overall rug a unique two tone
finish. Its silky shine made of viscose gives a rich look with
lasting wearability.

This rug has a low tight weave of viscose and wool in a
notable chevron pattern allowing it to enrich a space with
pattern and texture.

CABARET

mercurio

The Cabaret table features simple lines and a visually light,
but durable structure. A truly versatile table whose minimal and
refined design ensure it will not go unnoticed.

Easy to match to different furnishing styles,
Mercurio has a top and structure made
from hot curved glass.

Technical specifications
Size: 35.43 x 35.43 H 13.78 inch
43.31 H 15.75 inch
35.43 H 13.39 inch
17.72 x 17.72 H 21.65 inch
23.62 H 23.62 inch
17.72 H 22.04 inch
55.11 x 31.5 H 13.39
Frame finishing: Chrome, Black Chrome and Pewter
Top Finishes: White Marble Carrara, Glass, Matt Glass Anthricite and Matt Glass Coffee

Technical specifications
Size: 20.47 x 43.7 H 15.75 inch
23.62 x 23.62 H 17.72 inch
Top finishings: Transparent Glass

Technical specifications
Size: 106.3 x 74.8 inch
Color: BEIGE and GREY

Technical specifications
Size: 106.3 x 74.8 inch
Color: GREY

cube

lana

cosmo

z en

Cube is a rug featuring geometric shapes; the colour scheme
creates the perception of a series of cubes, giving an almost
three-dimensional effect. Cube is hand-tufted and fits easily
into both work and home environments

Handmade and distinctive for the particular post processing
technique: heat setting. This is a thermal process that gives
dimensional stability to the fibres and confers other attributes
such as a greater volume, heat resistance and durability. This
way, the fibres are softer and much easier to maintain.

Tubular structure with laser processing steel
circular base, painted with soft touch effect.

Stand lamp with precious white murano
blows glass lampshade.

Technical specifications
Size: 9.84 H 73.22 inch
Lampshade finishing: WHITE MATT

Technical specifications
Size: 14.96 H 67.72 inch
14.96 H 51.97 inch
Frame finishing: GLOSSY BLACK
Lampshade finishing: WHITE

Technical specifications
Size: 118.11 x 78.74 inch
Color: rope/anthracite

Technical specifications
Size: 114.71 x 78.74 inch
Color: grey

giasone

riflesso

E lsa

v ico

astra

Giasone is a handwoven rug with an extraordinarily crafted
design. It is the ideal rug for anyone who loves natural
products and a soft touch. A rug which will never go out of
style.

Rug manufactured with with the Cut & Loop method,
it features varying heights of fibers adding drama and
depth to the product.

Arc-shaped stand lamp with conical
lampshade in shantung silk.

Vico is a real bright sculpture, of great
design and strong visual impact. It offers a
contemporary look with essential lines.

The asymmetrical design of the lampshade
makes this lamp unique. The lampshade is
made of superimposed opal glass layers,
with etched and blown-glass finishes.

Technical specifications
Size: 106.3 x 74.8 inch
Color: GREY

Technical specifications
Size: 118.11 x 78.74 inch
Color: TAUPE, ROPE

Technical specifications
Size: H 59.05 inch
H 23.23 inch
Frame finishing: Matt Metal Marsala and Matt Metal Blue

Technical specifications
Size: Small 7.8 x H 14 inch - Gold
Small 7.8 x H 14 inch - Black chrome
Medium 11 x H 20 inch - Black chrome
Frame finishing: Metal Black Chrome and Metal Gold

Technical specifications
Size: 17.72 H 64.96 inch
12.60 H 23.23 inch
Frame finishing: White/Pewter

C artesio
With its solid shapes and large spaces, this is a collection that
immediately evokes a sense of practicality. Its proportions
make it perfectly adaptable to both ultramodern and more
traditional tastes.
Technical specifications
Size: 86.61 x 19.69 H 26.77 inch
20.47 x 17.72 H 17.72 inch
Frame finishing : Smoke Oak
Top Finishing: Matt Glass Coffee

euclide

MONDRIAN

An original and distinctly design-oriented set of furniture with
a strong personality. The details are refined, from the drawer
handles to the line of the foot that becomes an integral part of
the structure and the fully lacquered interiors.

Stylistic precision and simple shapes
are the hallmarks of this extremely
versatile table.

Technical specifications
Size: 23.62 x 19.69 H 15.75 inch
74.8 x 20.87 H 25.59 inch
Frame finishing : Matt Lacquer Coffee
Top Finishing: Smoked Oak

Technical specifications
Size: 62.99 x 19.69 H 27.56 inch
23.62 x 19.69 H 15.75 inch
Frame finishing : Matt Lacquer Anthracite and Metal
Top Finishing: Matt Lacquer Rope and White

harlem
The high gloss lacquer and metal details of the base of this
table coupled with the unique rectangular layup of the veneer
top make this contemporary table design stand out in richness
and simplicity.
Technical specifications
Size: 70.87 x 39.37 inch
Finish: Olive Walnut
Frame: Coffee

brera
The Brera chair embodies the right balance between large
proportions and meticulous design, enhanced by the leather
coverings. The wooden structure embraces the comfy
polyurethane seat, which maintains the same level of comfort
over time.
Technical specifications
Size: 22.05 x 21.65 H 31.5 inch
Frame Finish: Olive Walnut
Seat Covering: Dark Grey Leather

OU R

SE RVICE S

3D Your Design

Customized Service

With our new 3D Your Design configurator and the
help of interior designers and architects, it is easy
to achieve a 3D simulation of your home interior
complete with Natuzzi Italia’s Total Living furnishings.
A complimentary service with no obligation, 3D Your
Design is available in our stores or at your home.

For any type of information regarding our products
or services, please call the Natuzzi store nearest you
and one of our associates will be happy to assist you.

Cleaning Kit
ll Natuzzi sofas and chairs have a specific cleaning
kit for the care of the leather or fabric used for
upholstery. Natuzzi stores carry the most suitable
kit for your product.

KEY

F EATURES

Extra Comfort

Memory Foam

Compact Size

These sofas are designed and built to
ensure particularly high levels of comfort,
thanks to their generous proportions,
more rounded shapes and the presence
of additional features to provide support
for the body, such as armrest cushions
or high backs.

Memory Foam is pressure-sensitive
and moulds quickly to the shape of a
body pressing against it, returning to
its original shape once the pressure
is removed. Memory Foam recovers
its form completely, offering excellent
support and seating comfort.

The linear profile of these models
is perfectly adapted to spaces that
are too small for many traditional
sofas, but with no compromise on
comfort. In describing these models
as compact, we are referring not only
to their length but also to their depth.

Modular

Storage

Feather Comfort

The advantage of a modular sofa
system is that it gives you the
versatility to create the ideal solution
for your requirements in terms of style,
space and functionality. Just select
the relevant modules and arrange
into the desired configuration.

Each of the sofas or sofa beds
featuring a storage function offers
a discreet, generous and extremely
handy internal space. Ideal for storing
blankets, cushions and any other items
that you want to keep out of sight but
within easy reach.

Natural goose feather padding ensure
outstanding quality and a high degree
of softness. Selected and sterilized
feathers do not require any specific
type of maintenance except from
modelling them delicately to ensure
their initial appearance which will have
altered during usage of the sofa or bed.

Adjustable Headrest

Motion (Manual/Electric)

Soft Touch System

The headrest on each of these
models is manual or electric
adjustable, making it easy to adapt
the shape of the sofa to the most
comfortable sitting position for
whatever you’re doing, whether
it’s chatting with friends, reading a
book or watching TV.

Sofas with the Motion function
are equipped with one or manual
or electric mechanisms such as
reclining backs, headrests, armrests
or extending footrests. These
features let you adapt the sofa’s
shape to your ideal body position
for maximum comfort.

Soft Motion technology is a new
approach to comfort. An innovative
internal system lets you activate
the sofa’s recliner mechanism by
lightly touching the sensors. With
no visible buttons or levers, the
surface of the sofa is left clean and
uncluttered.

